If a finite group G is generated by ra elements and defined by m relations between them then G has a presentation G = {xh ■ ■ ■ , xn\ Ri, ■ ■ ■ ,Rm}.
Clearly m^n and the value ra-m is said to be the deficiency of the given presentation.
The deficiency of G, denoted def(G), is the maximum of the deficiencies of all the finite presentations of G. It is implicit in I. Schur [l] that the minimal number of generators of the Schur "multiplicator", as an abelian group, is less than or equal to -def(G). B. H. Neumann [2] asks whether a finite group with trivial multiplicator has deficiency zero, R. G. Swan [3] answers this question by giving a family of finite groups with trivial multiplicator and negative deficiency.
In this paper we confirm Neumann Proof. If p and q are integers such that pr divides q but pr+1 does not divide q we write pr\\q.
(i) If pr\\8, Pr+S\\8, 5>0, 5 nonzero, p prime then replace 6* with 8(p'+8/p')/p' = 8' giving pr\\8'. Suppose q is such that (q, p) = l and q\8, g"||5 then g"||5' i.e. we may choose 3 to be zero or such that if p is a prime with pr\\8 then pr+1\8.
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